ANNUAL REPORT

2016

FROM JAN. 2016 TO DEC. 2016
01 HIGHLIGHTS
2016 has been a year of achievements & celebration for BaliLife Foundation which is now 10 years old!

02 A DIGITAL YEAR
The need of visibility and the weight of Digital Marketing for NGOs has increased and is now a essential condition of growth. You can find here BaliLife numbers for 2016

03 MAIN PROJECTS
1 Children's Home
2 Street Kid Centre
3 Women Centre
4 Women Workshop

04 SIDE PROJECTS & EXTRA ACTIVITIES
1 Suwung Community Centre
2 Training Centre Project
3 Self Sustain Farm
4 Field Work
5 Visits

05 TEAM & MANAGEMENT
A feedback on 2016's staff, volunteers, interns and project management.

06 PARTNERS
Acknowledgments to those without whom 2016 wouldn't have been the same
In October we celebrated our 10th anniversary. We are so grateful to each and every individual who has partnered with us during the past ten years. From volunteers, teams, teachers and trainers for children and staff, sponsors, donations of finances and possessions. We cannot have done this without you all. Bali Life celebrated with performances from children from the children's home and street centre, dinner together, and speeches from our directors and founders. Thank you to all who made it to our celebration, especially those who made the trip from overseas. We are so grateful to have you as part of Bali Life Family.
A DIGITAL YEAR

Total Page Likes as of Today: 3,285

Reactions, Comments, and Shares
These actions will help you reach more people.

+ 1000 LIKES in 2016
MAIN PROJECTS

2016
01 CHILDREN'S HOME

Review on activity

Management

Day to day operations of the Home: running well
Train, support and empower Children's Home staff:
For the train, support and Empower Staff has been done through many professionals and seminars
Develop assessment and other processes and systems:
Assessment for each children are in place

Health and Care

Monitor children phycology and progress:
Monitoring children who are new in the home are in place

Medical Care:
Check up for each child every 3 month thanks to our partner Bali Kids

Care:
Haircuts, sport activities

Education

Monitor and evaluate effectiveness of programs (involving children in the process):
The children' progress is monitored through 3 monthly reports.
Preparation for University or Vocational School:
The High Schoolers prepared with tutors and extra study to be able to pass the test to University of their choice.

Activities

This year the children had the chance to experience many various activities. They climbed the Mont Agung, they painted, they surfed, skate board, played football, participated into a day of cleaning in Ubud. They were also invited at Bali Treetop Adventure and Stones restaurant to discover new tastes. These activities give the kids an healthy body and psychology, and open their mind to new horizons.
A year of activities, knowledge and care for our kids
STREET KID CENTRE

Review on activity

**Management**

**Day to day operations of the Home :**
Running well - Morning Pick up, Breakfast (milk & snack), Kids Class, Lunch.

**Train, support and empower Street Kid Centre’s staff :**
For the train, support and Empower Centre Staff doing by Youth Shine Academy.

**Develop curriculum and other processes and systems :**
The curriculum is still being developed processes, system.

**Health and Care**

**Focus on feeding :**
We give the kids breakfast and lunch and sometimes a snack in the afternoon to make sure they don't go home without eating because there are probabilities that some of them won't have diner.

**Medical Care :**
Check up for each child thanks to our partner Bali Kid

**Care :**
Sport activities

**Education**

**Monitor students attendance and progress :**
The students’ attendance & progress is monitored through daily attendance lists of children and 3 monthly reports.

**Monitor and evaluate effectiveness of programs. Involve children and their parents in process :**
The effectiveness of the program is displayed in the increasing numbers of the children attending the Centre. Attendance percentage per child increased examination in 3 monthly reports to parents.

**Activities**

By coming to the Centre the street kids get to enjoy many creative activities such as drawing, handcrafting and painting. On every holiday such as Christmas we organize a party so the kid can enjoy, share and care.
FUNDING NEEDS FOR 2017

In order to maintain and improve the Street Kid Centre & the Women Workshop in 2017 we need: **25 000 USD**

The Women Workshop and the Street Kid Centre are located in the same house and help both moms and street kids getting a better future.
03 WOMEN CENTRE

Review on process

1 Women are identified or are referred to Bali Life: Our live in mother who wanted to put her children into the Children’s Home was made aware of the Women’s Centre program and chose to take part in order to stay with her children. We continue to receive referrals.

2 Case management for woman and her children is put in place: After information gathering about the history of the family, the current situation and future goals the issues that needed to be addressed were identified by staff and the mother with a plan of how to work towards solutions.

3 Initial trial period: Help women adjust to a more structured lifestyle: The family was given an orientation about the program and the house timetable.

Stage 1: Build trust and relationships with women and provide basic training: Over a period of time relationships were formed and basic training provided.

Stage 2: Provided individual skill development training to women to help them gain future employment: This stage included a number of classes around issues such as anger management, self-esteem, dealing with grief and loss as well as subjects such as English and computer etc.

Stage 3: Continue job specific training and help them start to seek and gain employment: Arrangements were made with a local resort that supports Bali Life to interview the mother for work experience. She then spent 3 months in kitchen work and housekeeping. The mother was offered paid work at the resort, which she took whilst training.

Stage 4: Consolidate training and prepare for independent living: The mother completed work experience and arrangements were made for her to have an interview at another major resort. She was successful and started full time work. Training was provided on budgeting, planning a daily family schedule for the children.
4 Provide opportunities for women to be involved in planning and decision-making: After providing information on how to manage/budget finances the mother was able to decide how she would allocate her monthly wage. The mother planned the timing of the transition to independent living.

5 Reintegration into independent living: Assistance was given to the mother to find independent living in suitable housing, which was safe for the children and the mother. A suitable boarding house was located close to the Children’s Home, the farm and the Women’s Centre.

6 Monitor and provide support to women who have reintegrated: The family is visited weekly by staff at their home. The children regularly attend school as well as after school activities with Bali Life. Any issues that arise are discussed at our regular staff meetings.

7 Regularly monitor and evaluate the overall effectiveness and impact of live in program. Involve women in this process: The mother has completed an exit form, which provided feedback about the program.

8 Empower Women’s Centre staff members to get better in their jobs: Regular feedback is provided to staff about their performance. Support and encouragement is provided.

The Women Centre is redirected to the Women Workshop

Since July, the Women Center in Jimbaran is close. We redirected the Centre to Denpasar where is located the Women Workshop & the Street Kid Centre. The goal is to gather the training of women pending the opening of our Training Centre in Ungasan that is currently under construction. With the Training Centre we will be able to offer various professionals formation.

For more information about the Training Center project, refer to page x
04 WOMEN WORKSHOP

Review on activity

Management & Process

Day to day operations of the Home :
The women start work at 9 am and finish at 4 pm

Gain clients and work for the women :
Previous clients maintain their relationship with the Centre and continue to provide work. They have also promoted the Centre with other business people. Management have informed them for other projects which the women make thus increasing the amount of work. Staffs have networked with people in business that is known to them.

Set prices, wages, contracts etc with clients :
Ensure set prices, wages and contract with clients for the women’s, we always do at the beginning before the project was done.

Goals

Ensure women have consistent work :
To Ensure the women have consistent work, we always try to build comunication with the clients. When there is no work to do we give the women handicraft training.

Train women in basic knowledge and required skills :
The Centre provide opportunities for the womens to have basic knowledge and required skills before they start do the project.

Provide opportunities for women to be involved in planning and decision-making :
Ongoing conversation with the women able them to be informed thereby enabling them to give input into planning and decision making they regularly provide ideas for the workshop.

Monitor and evaluate effectiveness of workshops. Involve women in process.
The effectiveness of the Centre has been shown in that women have regularly told stories of how the Centre has improved their lives and the live of their family.
FUNDING NEEDS FOR 2017

In order to maintain and improve the Women Workshop & the Street Kid Centre in 2017 we need: **25 000 USD**

The Street Kid Centre and the Women Workshop are located in the same house and help both moms and street kids getting a better future.
SIDE PROJECTS & EXTRA ACTIVITY
2016
Suwung Community Center

We opened our new community centre in Suwung, Sanur mid-September. This centre is located in a large garbage dump in the middle of Denpasar. The community centre is focused to empower women and children living in and around the garbage site, providing them with education and skills. We are starting with afternoon children’s classes, mathematics, English language, sports and science for children 5 - 12 years old. Children are excited to join and love the chance to play on the green playground, building their skills on swings, monkey bars and green area. The playground area is open and available all day so before and after classes children can come and play and enjoy their time in the community centre. Thank you to Intercontinental Hotel Group Foundation for supporting this new project to empower women and children in Suwung.

Now, Swung Community Centre is set and rolling. Each day we get an average of 30 children coming into the centre for after school lessons in English, science, mathematics, sports and arts & crafts. About 10 women who work in the dump site also join regularly for lessons about sports, English and health. Community.
Training Center

Our latest project is up and running. Our Training Centre will enable us to open up training workshops to our children in the children's home and the local community, offer additional training with micro-finance schemes, host community events, chapel, and training facilities, which enable us to expand our current training workshop programme. We also plan to open a playgroup and kindergarten which will be able to support the community and also support the foundation and the building to be self sustained.

![Architect project](image1.jpg)

![Early 2017](image2.jpg)

**FUNDING NEEDS FOR 2017**

The Fund that we have now can only fund the Sub Structure and Super Structure. We will need another USD $120,000 to complete the project, which we hope to be finished by the end of October 2017.
Self-Sustain Farm

Our Self-Sustainable farm continues to flourish with abundance of produce for feeding our children's home. Fruit, vegetables, eggs, chickens, pigs, ducks. The farm continues growing and providing much needed food to keep us sustained. Thanks also to TVCS for building a new roof for our chicken coop and making the farm environment more practical.

We farm as much of the land we available to us as possible as food for the orphanage. The farming we do is split into four areas, Fruit and Vegetables, Chicken Farm, Pig Farm and Aquaponics, each detailed below.

The purpose of farming in these four areas is to help improve the sustainability of Bali Life and to provide the children in our care with valuable training and experience.

2016 numbers
- 500 CHICKEN
- 60 PICS
- 50 DUCKS
- VARIOUS VEGETABLES & PLANTATION

Funding needs
In order to upkeep our Farm and carry on being self-sustain and able to feed our Children with quality agriculture we will need USD $3000 in 2017

Thanks to InterContinental Hotel Bali to keep supporting this project
Cataract Surgery

During October we were able to help more than 400 people by giving them Free Eye Check Ups, Free Lenses, and also a Free Cataract Operation for 12 people. They are now able to see after their operations. We also were able to extend these services to the area of Suwung where our new community centre is located and serve some of the most needed people in the Island of Bali.

Kuta visits

Over the past several years, we have been building relationship with some mums and their kids on the streets of Kuta. Thanks to the generous donations of many friends, visitors and supporters, we were able to visit and bring blessings for them and their community. We brought many clothes, books and pencils, and hygiene packs with toothbrushes, toothpaste, soap, shampoo and vitamins to bless the children and mums.

Feeding Families

Our Feeding Families Program for the poor families around us has continued to grow. it has been wonderful to be a blessing to the community in this way. From April until June, 24 families have been blessed with meals through this program. We want to appreciate Geoff and Christine Graham as well as Bali Life Farm for supporting this program providing donations and food for these families.
Visits

This year we have been blessed with many visits!

- Little Miracles is always giving support to the Children, they provide them with bicycles
- Miss Universe Australia also came to spend a day with the Kids
- Thanks to Google South East Asia for sharing your care for our NGO
- Torrent Valley Christian School came and gave a lot of attention to our Children who will never forget
BENEFICIARIES

in 2016

This year 800 people have benefited from care through our main projects & side projects
Founders:
Brad and Siska Little

Directors:
Piter & Lyna Panjaitan Director & Finance

Children's Home House Parents:
Rio and Desi Purba-Siuminium

Teachers:
Yuli Simaoulaka Teacher
Defri Bara Teacher/Street Kids Centre
Fany Simorangkir Suwung Community Centre/Teacher

Staff:
Along Driver/Maintenance
Julio Cook
Opung Nico Cook

Farmers:
Zaenuri (Head Farmer)
Rohman
Anggiat
Eko

Admin:
Ika Nababan Head Admin/Caregiver
Mei Sihombing Admin Logistic/Caregiver

Suwung Community Centre Coordinator:
Feny Ndun

Street Kids Centre Coordinator:
Adrienne Stone

Women Workshop Coordinator:
Netty Sitanggang & Claudia Pauline

Board Members:
Rob & Terese Haginaar
Phil & Debbie Harrigan
Dallas Brown
Rob Bateman

Board Members Indonesia:
Piter Panjaitan
Lyna
Siska Marlinda
Domonta Barus
Testimony

Adrienne Stone, one of our Long Term Volunteer.

"When asked to share my experience with Bali Life, I didn’t realise just how difficult it would be to summarise almost 9 years of experiences into just three paragraphs, but here goes.

My first visit to Bali Life was with a team from my Bible college. We stayed nearby the children’s home and painted their kitchen, which was under construction at the time. Since then, my experiences have been a range of various parts. From teaching children English, administration duties, helping staff in odd jobs around the home, running afternoon children’s programs, teaching women English, teaching children to read and for these past several months, my duties include coordinating children’s education programs with staff and volunteers at the Street Centre.

Having this long-term relationship with Bali Life, starting from short-term trips back and forth between Australia and Bali, until making a long-term commitment in 2014, I have been so blessed by seeing how Bali Life coordinates the programs to fully maximise their impact. From the programs run in the Children’s Home, the previous women’s centre, the Street Centre where I currently volunteer, until the newest centre in Suwung, Bali Life is always friendly, and welcoming. Bali Life shows such strong accountability that I love being part of something which makes sure every donation is put to the use it was purposed for and to build Hope, Dignity and Purpose to children, women and families across Bali.

Becoming a volunteer at Bali Life has been such a positive experience for me. The staff at Bali Life have really played an important part in my life, influencing my thinking to see the positive in all situations and encouraging me to do better. Without their push and encouragement, I would not perhaps be able to have the skills and experiences I do now (see above). Since being with Bali Life, I know I have grown so much, and I thank God for leading me here back in 2008, I wouldn’t want my life to be any other way."

You can read more testimonies on our Facebook Page;
https://www.facebook.com/balilife/
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WISH LIST

CLEANING/HYGIENE -
- Antiseptic bath soap (bar and liquid), household-cleaning products, antiseptic can be purchased locally.
- Brooms & Mops

FOOD -
- Plain flour, tempe, tofu, beef, butter, Fruit, Juice, biscuits, cake mix, Kraft Cheese Slices, Noodles, Frozen Food (Nuggets, Sausages)
- Rice

SUPPLEMENT -
Vitamins tablet for kids and adults (Ultravit, Fitkom, Becom C), Vitamin syrup for kids (Huvaft, Hufalysin), Sangobion tablet and syrup, Vitamin E Eviron), Vitamin A, Calcium.

LAUNDRY -
Aluminum Clothing Line (towel line)

MEDICAL -
Medical Mask, Antiseptic pain relief cream, Stop Itch Cream, Cold and Flu medicine, Vitamins for children, Vitamin D, Dettol cream (smallest size), fabric bandaids, bandages, eye drops, Burnaid cream, Kwells, cream for acne, Vaseline, Combantrin Tablet (30 Packs) Combantrin Syrup (15 Bottles), Rivanol, Paracetamol (Adults&Kids), OBH Combi cough syrup for adult and kid (expectorant and non productive cough), Inhaler for asthma, Thrombopop, Thermometer 5pcs, Betadine Liquid and Gel.

CLOTHING - AGE 5-17
- Rashvest : Girls and Boys
- BoardShort : Girls and Boys
- Longpants/Denim : Girls and Boys

TOILETRIES -
Body Lotion, SunScreen, Sanitary Pads, Hand Sanitizer (pump & travel type), Shampoo (Lifebuoy Brand), Dettol Soap, Hair lice treatment, Deodorant & Hair Gel for our teenage kids. For health reasons all items must be new. (can be purchased locally in Carrefour or Hypermart)

SMALL (0-$50)

SCHOOL SUPPLIES -(CAN BE PURCHASED LOCALLY IN ANY CRAMEDIA BOOK STORE) -URGENT

- Black Ink Pens = 10 dozen
- Drawing Pen size 0.2 = 5 dozen
- Drawing Pen size 0.5 = 5 dozen
- Note Book 50 Pages = 150 dozen, 42 pages = 150 dozen
- Tipp-Ex (Ink Correction Fluid) = 5 dozen
- A4 Size Board (Transparent) = 32 pcs
- Fabre-Castell Standard Test Package = 64 package (Paket Ujian Standar)
- A4 Print Paper – Bola Dunia
- Painting Needs
- Multiple Colors Acrylic, Water and Face Paint
- Pallet Knife & Multiple Size Painting Brush
- Canvas Painting Size 20×30 @16pcs, Size 30×40 @16 pcs

All can be purchased in Bali ArtMedia Shop, Jl. Uluwatu 2 no IX (near Amsterdam Bakery) or in Cramedia Store

SCHOOL CLOTHING-URGENT

- Socks – White and Black Color (Half Calf Size)
- Girls sandals size 39@15pairs, 38@8pairs, 37@pairs, 36@2pairs, 35@6pairs
- Boys sandals size 42@10pairs, 41@6pairs, 39@4pairs, 37@pairs, 36@10pairs

All can be locally purchased in Carrefour or Hypermart

SCHOOL SUPPLIES -(CAN BE PURCHASED LOCALLY IN ANY CRAMEDIA BOOK STORE) -URGENT

- 6 pcs – Electric Guitar Strings (0.10)
- 10 pcs – Acoustic Guitar Strings (0.011)
- 5 pcs – Acoustic Nylon Strings
- 4 pcs – Bass Guitar Strings (0.045)
- 6 pcs – Guitar String Lubricant
- Mic Stands: 2 pcs
- Music Stands: 2 pcs
- Guitar Stands: 2pcs
- Guitar Clip-On Tuner: 3pcs
WISH LIST

MEDIUM ($50 - $300)
HOME/KITCHEN -
- 6 unit Panasonic Wall Fan 12" (please click link for details)
- 5 Dozen Plastic Cup
- 0 Plastic Container - Medium Size
- 4 Large Rubbish Bin
- 30 pcs Light Bulbs (7 watts) LED
- 30 pcs Light Bulbs (10 watts) LED
- 10 Mosquito Spray (Baygon)
- 3x Metal Shelving Unit for Tools etc (@ $90)
- 6x Emergency Lamp LED (@ $30)
- 4x Fire Extinguisher (@ $120)
- 4x Drills Power Tools (@ $30)
- 4x Bug Zappers/ Fly Killers (@ $40)
- 5x Study Desk (@ $50)
(All can be bought in Ace Hardware/Carrefour)
Camera - Second hand DSLR Camera for documentation

COMPUTERS -
- 5 unit New Lap Tops or Second hand lap tops no more than 4 years old for our kids to use for study. If the laptops are too old we cannot update them and the kids cannot access files. They need to be working, as the cost to repair broken laptops is very expensive.
- New or Second Hand Ipad/Ipod/Android Tab for teaching purposes

FURNITURE NEEDS -
- Towel Hanger for Each Kids Room x 8 @ $10.00 per unit
- A4 Photo Frame x 16
Street Kids Centre -
- Indonesia Reading Book

SPORTING EQUIPMENT -
- Second hand surfboard fins (Most boards have FCS), leg ropes, wax or new surfboard fins ($15 per set) and leg ropes ($40 per pack)
- Second hand skateboard shoes for teenager
- Longboards/SoftTops
- Bodyboards
- Skateboard protection guard for children

BIG ($300+)
Children’s Home-
- 2 Units Printer/Scanner/PhotoCopier : Epson L220
- 1 Unit Screen Projector : $100
- 1 Unit LCD Projector : $500

EDUCATION -
Music Lesson : $100.00/month

ADDRESS:
Jalan Pura Masuka No 77, Br. Wanagiri, Engasan, Kuta Selatan,
Badung Bali 80364

www.balilife.org
BANK ACCOUNTS

Australia
GENERAL ACCOUNT: BSB 032576, ACC# 286642
BUILDING ACCOUNT: BSB 032576, ACC# 286650
BRANCH ADDRESS FOR BOTH ACCOUNTS: Westpac, 218 Harbour Drive, NSW 2450.

Australia ACCIR Account (Allows tax deductibility)
BSB NUMBER: 013-384
ACCOUNT NUMBER: 3028-30114
BANK NAME: ACC International Relief Inc
DESCRIPTION (PROJECT CODE): WR114
Email finance@accir.org.au with remittance including Church/Donor Name and any receipting details.

Indonesia
BANK ADDRESS: Bank Mandiri, KCP Nusa Dua Amenity.
ACCOUNT NAME: Yayasan Bukit Kehidupan Ungasan
GENERAL ACCOUNT: ACC# 145 00 0643024 9,
BUILDING ACCOUNT: ACC# 145 00 0751809 1,
SWIFTCODE: BMRIIDJA

United Kingdom BANK:
Barclays Bank PLC
ACCOUNT NAME: Bali Life
UK ACCOUNT DETAILS: Account Nr 13527549, Sort Code: 20-18-27
IBAN: IBAN GB10 BARC 2018 2713 5275 49
SWIFTCODE: BARCGB22
"HOPE DIGNITY & PURPOSE"